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DIGEST:

1. The contractinc officer properly rejected
the protonter's besRt and final. offer which
proposed a step-pricina plan for maintenance
services to take effect after the 24th
month of t~he cont~ract t-evalse t~hat. offer
dtO not conform to the maintenance Pricing
structure nandater7 by the solicitation.

2, The contractina anenc Js not reqnirpO to
reopen Oisctiszionn with an offeror tlat
subnlits a bert and final effer which the0
agenc"l c:eterrnines doevr not conforri vith
solicitation reczirenents w:here the clevia-
tion did not appear in the efferor's
initial offer which iias the stibject of diS-
cussions, aift resulted from~i a rert.rctfuring
of that offer after the aqencv's request
for best an' finel offers.

Sperry Cnivac nivision of Pperry Corporation pro-
tests the award of a contract to Parac'wne Corporation
under recluent for proposali; fl. SS'.A-PPP-8P'-n053 issue(d
hbt the Social Sccuritv Adniristratior (SSA) * Univac
conterna thzat it "as entitlerl to the atnai-d because
its proponal was low utmclor ithe amendcdl evaluation
criteria contained in thre PrP. The protester r.aintains
that the award was inproperly nacle to Parad:ne after
SSA abnndon&cc the stated criteria an0 emiploved different
crtterie to evaluate llnivac's proposal. Although It
is true, ast 1Univac arguces, that its evaluated cost
was low, since we have no basis to disturb the agency's
determination that univac's revised hetst anrl final offpr
was not consistent *ith the termr.- of the P.FP, wie den"
the protest.
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month. If all items woere not ordered by that time, Univac
proposed a sten-pricing plan, effective for the remainder
of the contract, offering substantially higher prices for
each item, including monthly maintenance, varying with
the number of items ordered.

The record shows that SSA had difficulty evaluating
Univac's step-pricing plan, The SSA Cost Evaluation Com-
mit'zee concluded that Univac's step-pricing plan was am-
biguous in a number of areas and that it violated the
solicitation provisions requiring fixed prices and pro-
hibiting separate charges for failure to exercise the
options. Based upon this evaluation, the contracting
officer rejected Univac's proposal, which was evaluated
as low, and made award to Paradyne on the basis of its
second low offer.

Agency Position

SSA argues that Univac's step-pricing plan constituted
a contingency which qualified that firm's proposal, in that
the agency's failure to exercise all options within the
first two years would result in it payling a substantial
price penalty. This penalty, in SSA's view, would cause
Univac's proposal, which appeared to be low, to result in
actual higher system life cost than Paradyne's proposal
and, in effect, would have curtailed SSA's option rights.
Moreover, SSA contends, this step-pricing plan constituted
a "separate charge" or penalty for failing to exercise the
option rights, which violated the solicitation's provision
prohibiting such separate charges.

The agency also states that Univac's proposal did not
conform with the pricing structure for maintenance mandated
by the solicitation. The solicitation format and instruc-
tions provided for fixed maintenance charges, with escala-
tion limited to the Consumer Price Index (CPI). In SSA's
view, the step-pricing of maintenance charges for varying
quantities of equipment ordered violated this term of the
solicitation,

Finally, SSA contends that the step-pricing plan Univac
presented with its best and final offer deviated materially
from the pricing terms previously discussed during negotia-
tions. SSA points out that its letter soliciting best and
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Iackqiround

This procurement was conducted by SSA to upgrade and
replace telecorhuunicatiQns terminals used by its field
offices to tie in with its central computer facility in
Baltimore and to translitit administrative meshages. The RFP
called for the equipment needed to perform these functions
at each site, including controllers, printers, card readers
and Key stations. In addition to the basit quantities, the
solicitation reserved to SSAv the right to order substantial
option quantities of the e same items, as well as additional
optional items, such as memory enhancements. The solicitation
also called for necessary maintenance and other services
for all items ordered during the contract period. Offerors
were to propose on the basis of purchase, rental, lease with
purchase option, and lease to ownership arrangements. Award
was to be made on the basis of 'owest system life cost as
determined by adding the total prices for all optional
periods and option quantities to the total price for the
initial contract period.

Throughout the initial period of written and oral discus-
sions, Univac proposed fixed prices for each of the varioub
items it offered. That is, at all times during negotiations
and in its original best and final offer, Univac proposed
one unit price for each item of equipment offered under
a particular purchase or lease plan and a single fixed
monthly maintenance charge per item no matter when during
the life of the contract the item was ordered.

After initial best and final offers were submitted on
February 5, 1981, SSA reopened negotiations by issuing amnend-
ment No. 14, which advised offerors that for purposes of
evaluation, all options would be considered to be exercised
in "Month 24" and that "price will be based on Year 2 prices."

Discussions were again held with all offerors within the
competitive range and a new date was set for receipt of best
and final offers. Univac's revised beat and final offer pro-
posed, foi the first time, a completely restructured pricing
plan. This plan offered fixed-unit prices for all items,
effective for the entire life of the contract, if every
base and option item were ordered by the end of the 24th
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final offers required full details supporting any revisions
to the offeror's final proposal. The abbreviated explanation
of the step-pricing plan contained in Univac's best and final
offer did not, in SSA's opinion, satisfy this requirement.

Protester's Position

Univac contends that its step-pricing plan fully com-
plied with the solicitation requirements as revised by
amendment No. 14, In Univac's view, that amendment sub-
stantially modified the ground rules for evaluating system
life cost and Univac's revised pricing plan simply reflected
the Government's ciange in its stated requirements. Univac
points out that its lease-to-purchas- offer, incorporating
its step-pricing plan, was lower than Paradyne's when eval-
uated according to the formula set forth in the solicitation.
In light of Univac's low evaluated cost, the protester
argues award to Paradyne could only have been made as
the result of using undisclosed evaluation criteria or
criteria different from those applied to Univac.

Univac contends that its step-pricing plan did in fact
result in a fixed-price offer, the fixed price being deter-
mined, after the second year, by the quantity ordered. Con-
sequently, Univac argues that its proposal did not include
any contingency or separate charge.

Univac also argues that its step-pricing plan for main-
tenance complied with the solicitation provisions. It states
its maintenance prices were determinable in the same manner
as its equipment prices, recognizing that the solicitation
also allowed escalation in accordance with the CPI. Finally,
Univac argues that if its proposed step-pricing plan was
not acceptable or if clarification of its proposal was
required, SSA should have initiated further discussions
with Univac to resolve any areas of uncertainty.

Maintenance Pricing

Although Univac's step-pricing plan was not the kind
of proposal that SSA anticipated in response to its amended
evaluation criteria, we do not agree with SSA that Univac's
proposal was inconsistent with the solicitation requirements
regarding the pricing or ordering of equipment. Wie do agree
with the agency, however, that Univac's proposed pricing
for its monthly maintenance service was not in accordance
with the solicitation provisions.
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Univac's second best and final offer preserved the
company's original prive structure, with a fixed monthly
charge for lease to owutarship of each equipment item,
and with fixed monthly maintenance charges escalating
over the life of the contract, provided tnat all option
quantities were ordered by the 24th month. However, the
offer stated that:

"if the total quantity of each item is not
ordered by the end of month 24, then com-
mencing at month 25 the enclosed step volume
pricing cost table * * * will apply for the
remaining life of the contract."

The cost propo2al also advised that monthly maintenance
charges "will be adjusted annually in accordance with
the terms and conditions of the RFP."

This method of pricing reflected a three to four-fola
price increase for each item of equipment and a lesser
increase tor maintenance in the event the entire quantity
of each item was not ordered within the first 24 months.
For examnlec Univac proposed the following general schedule
of monthly lease and maintenance charges for one particular
item in the event the entire quantity was not ordered within
24 iaonths:

Quantity Monthly Maintenance Monthly Lease Payment
(per item ordered) (per item ordered)

1 - 666 $59 $300
1 - 1332 56 270
1 - 1998 53 240
1 - 2663 50 210

In comparision, Univac proposed a monthly maintenance charge
of #41 and a monthly lease charge of M69 for this same item
in the event that SSA ordered all quantities within the
first 24 months.

Section G.4.1 of the RFP stated that:

"The Contractor shall provide maintenance (travel,
labor and parts) at the prices shown in Section
I, Table I-3 * *
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Section III of the solicitation package titled "Format
and Instruction for Proposals" stated at Subsection 2.2
that, to have an acceptable proposal, an offeror was re-
quired to agree to all of the support requirements of
Section G of the RFP. Section G is styled, "Mandatory
Support Requirements,,"

Table I-3 summarized maintenance prices which each
offeror was to propose in Table I-1, The ±nstructions for
Table I-1 (dealing with various equipment cost factors)
provide that monthly maintenance cost:

" * * * shall be the firm fixed cost for the
first contract year. This cost will be ad-
justed by the Contracting Officer based on
the Consumer Price Index - U9S. City Average,
'All Items.' The annual percentage change
of increase or decrease shall not exceed
15 percent. For the purpose of evaluation,
a 10 percent compound increase over the re-
maining years of the systems life will be
used ."

Further, the instructions for Table I-3 stated that
each offeror was to price maintenance for each item of
equipment installed on a per month basis only for the
first year because maintenance cost for subsequent years
would be evaluated from first year pricing by increasing
the cost of each preceding year by 10 percent. Amendment
14 provided that these inrtructions constituted "the only
acceptable method of proposing maintenance."

It seems clear from these provisions that SSA meant
to require offerors to bind themselves to a single pricing
schedule for maintenance. The only prices which were
supposed to be offered for maintenance in Table I-3
were the prices for the first year. It was to those
prices, adjusted by applying the Consumer Price Index,
that Section G.4.i referred, and it was only on this
basis, as spelled out in Table I-1 (in the language
added by amendment 14!, that an acceptable maintenance
pricing proposal could be offered.
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We also see no inerit in Univac's position that its
proposed step pricing for maintenance amounts to a dis-
count for increased quantities which was not precludes
by the solicitation. The most obvious result of this
purported discount is a rarked increase in prices *,,
the event all quantities are not ordered within 24
months, not a decrease for increased quantities. Regard-
less of the label one may choose for Univac's proposed
maintenance pricing, its offer simply did not conform
to the stipulated maintenance pricing ztructure set
forth in the solicitation.

Univac argues that SSA's stipulated method for pro-
posing maintenance was not a material requirement so
that, regardless of its form, Univac's failure to conform
to it should not render its proposal unacceptable. Univac
characterizes SSA's use cif indexed first year maintenance
prices as designed simply to protect the contractor
fromn the effect of inflation upon wages, rather than as
intended to impose a material requirement upon offerors.
We view Univac's interpretation as wholly inconsistent
with SSA's obvious intent in amendment 14 to make indexed
maintenance pricing mandatory. Further, SSA's restriction
on maintenance pricing clearly has a substantial impact
on pricing, and is material in that respect.

Finally, we consider Univac's contention that, even
if its maintenance pricing schedule was unacceptable or
unclear, SSA should have reopened best and final offers
and discussed maintenance pricing with it.

ordinarily, as Univac points out, agencies are re-
quired to discuss deficiencies found in offerors' propos-
als. Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR) 9 1-3.805-1(a).
The regulation does not, however, require discussions
to be reopened where such discussions have been conducted
prior to requesting best and final offers and the defi-
ciency arises initially in a best and final offer. In
fact, discussions should not be reopened after best
and final offers are received unless it is clearly in the
Governmnnt's best interest to do so. ILC Dover, B-182104,
November 29, 1974, 74-2 CPD .30i. While an offeror may
modify its earlier proposals in its best and final offer,
Control Data Corporation and KET, Incorporated, B-196722,
June 26, 1981, uO Comp. Gen. , 81-1 CPD 531, in doing
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so it assumes the rise; that its changes might result in
the rejection of its proposal, rather than in further
discussions, if the agency finds the revised proposal
unacceptable See Electronic Communications, Inc., 55
Comp. Gen. 636TI976)W 76-1 CPD 15. In this instance,
the agency found Univac's revised best and final offer
unacceptable and simply did not consider that it was
in the Government's best intereat to reopen discussions.
We have no basis to disagree with the agency.

It is our view that Univac's atep-pricing mainte-
nance proposal rendered its best and final offer unaccept-
able because it did not conform with the specific terms
of the RFP. Univac's step-pricing proposal provided for
more flexibility in pricing maintenance than granted by
the solicitation thus giving Univac an unfair competitive
advantage over offerors which proposed the single fixed
unit price required by the solicitation,

The protest is denied.

fr Comptroll General
of the United States




